Compactibility study of calcium phosphate biomaterials.
This study investigated the micromechanism responsible for the densification and consolidation of powders during dynamic compaction, an experimental process in which ceramic is formed without heating. Three calcium-deficient apatites (CDA: two powders and a fibrous compound) and a biphasic calcium phosphate (BCP) were studied to determine their aptitude (rheological and physical properties) for compactibility under various dynamic compaction pressures. Powders were investigated for their physicochemistry, particle size, and flow time, and compacts for their compaction rate, density, specific area, mechanical characteristics, and disintegration time. Powder particles showed different morphological features depending on the synthesis protocol used, specific area and rheological behaviour. Compacts were not obtained with BCP, regardless of the gas pressure used, whereas CDA produced compacts with good mechanical properties (high hardness and compression stress), particularly for the fibrous compound. The poor compressibility and compactibility of BCP powders were confirmed, whereas fibrous CDA powders showed good compactibility conducive to high-quality filling of biomaterials.